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The Kantha, or Khetha, is an embroidered quilt whose origins lie in the daily needs and
material circumstances of the people of Bangladesh. Quilts are created throughout the
world, but the Kantha is unique to the climate and river waters of Bangladesh.  The rains
gave women the time for quilt and the cool monsoon nights created a need for them.

As with the majority of quilts, kanthas have been made from ‘recycled’ textiles,   fabrics
that had once been saris or room hangings, fabrics grown and woven in the specific areas of
making.  Fine silks from the cocoons of the silk moth; fine muslins and calicos from the
cotton plant and  heavier fabric from the golden jute or hemp plants.  These textiles from the
Ganges delta are some of the best quality which the west could not match in skill or design.
Some of the textiles are so fine they can be passed through a wedding ring.

As is the case throughout the world, it was the women who layered up these fabrics to
make the quilts, the material holding stories of their own lives marking their wedding, a birth
or a special occasion and consequently carrying the tradition of the family narrative or
mythology from one generation to the next and beyond. The layers of fabric may be woven
together, held together by running stitches, or embroidered around designs in the fabric
itself.  Sometimes the embroidery thread used is unravelled from the edges of the saris
themselves.  The fabrics have been washed many times and softened through use so the
colours do not run.  Nothing is wasted, nothing is lost.

Although this art is fading due to industrialisation, changing tastes and westernisation, it
is still there and kanthas from soft washed fabric which already carry the stories of the
wearer, and are held together by the threads of their own lives, are made for the next
generation of weddings and births, bride or bridegroom, for son or daughter,  grandson or
granddaughter.  Many of the finest are displayed in museums worldwide.  They are highly
valued and have been so for many, many centuries. Bangladesh’s textile tradition is noted in
the 3rd Century BC in Kautilya’s Arthasastra, when it was already well established, Roman
authors wrote of the ‘Gangetic muslins’,a luxury good, as did the Arab authors in the 9th and
10 centuries. Stories are woven into the kanthas, almost carrying magical properties,
blessings, beliefs and wisdom.

The kantha is immortalised by Jasimuddin, a well known Bangladeshi poet in ‘The Field of
the Embroidered Quilt’: Rupa is embroidering the story of the quilt for her beloved. She dies
waiting for him and before her death asks her mother to spread the kantha she made over
her grave.

“Spreading the embroidered quilt
She works the livelong night
As if the quilt her poet were
Of her bereaved plight
Many a joy and many a sorrow
Is written on its breast
The story of Rupa’s life is there
Line by line expressed”



The religions of Islam and Hinduism have both woven their beliefs into the patterning of
these quilts as well as stories of folklore and the religion of nature.

Several layers of cloth are  laid on the ground on top of each other, cut to the same
size.  This is called the ‘kanthapara’.  It is smoothed out, and weighted down with stones at
the edges while the 4 edges are basted together, at which point it can be folded up.
However, if there is space, it is often left out on the floor, so that it can be worked on
whenever the maker has a spare moment, its creation remaining at the heart of the family.
This is the foundation of the quilt, and from here, embroidery, in whatever form is chosen or
is the local tradition, depicts the stories and patterns of the quilt.
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